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From: Capn' ECO [iham@shaw.ca]
Sent: Saturday, October 19, 2013 10:52 AM
To: Commission Secretary BCUC:EX
Subject: Previous and current emails

Hi, 
I have signed up as an individual commenter. 
I was advised by  Patrick Wruck that I could have this email in the records. I have also included a letter to BC 
Hydro I wrote this Sat AM about my bill and its way of estimating anniversary billing dates. I'll combine the 
two for you. 
Thanks 
Ian hamilton 
Shawnigan lake 
 
 
 
To BC Hydro: 
In response to your letter regarding "options" and "fees", I repeat I will not 
accept a smart meter or an opt-out fee. Nor will I accept being intimidated 
by you and your staff. 
BC Hydro is not entitled to impose an opt-out fee and, by doing so, violates 
my rights. You are presenting fees in a manner that is misleading -- 
causing people to believe that your actions are authorized when they are 
not. 
Your letter is coercive and the fees you propose are exorbitant and 
extortionary in the extreme, advanced with the intent of forcing people to 
abandon their rights of privacy and autonomy in their own homes, forcing 
them to abandon their right to be free from interference and free from 
incessant microwave exposure if they so choose. This is extortion. 
My answer is NO. I will not accept a smart meter; nor will I be intimidated 
by the threat of paying a fee, the imposition of which is unlawful. 
 
My analog meter has been read three times so far this year all the rest have been "estimates" so where do 
you get off that I have to pay $35 per month for someone to give me an estimate? With your office full of 
software engineers I'm sure some bright bulb could come up with an email, (you know the same email I get 
to display my hydro bill), asking for my meter reading, I can do the same and give you my meter reads 3 
times a year. 
Take your smart meters and stick them where the sun don't shine! 
 
BTW I have two energy monitors installed in my house. The pair cost me $300, both tell me in REAL time 
as to how much energy I'm using, I don't need one of your smart meters to tell me that. Oh and also your 
meters won't save people money, but you already know that, you can only turn off so many wall warts, and 
replace so many light bulbs with useless mercury filled CFL's. Too bad you didn't spend your billion bucks 
on free LED's for the people of BC, that might have saved you energy. Oh, wait, why would you do that, 
your in the energy selling business!!! The more energy we citizens save the less profit you make, hmmmm.
And while I'm on my rant, why is it that no one will tell me how you set our two tier rates? How was the 
666KWh tier 1 determined? Was it set by a condo or town house set in the middle of a complex so that the 
neighbors walls were double insulated? Was it set with a unit that had a gas stove, gas hot water tank, and 
gas heating and maybe a gas dryer?? Please tell me, because my single family 1800 sq ft dwelling, built in 
2003, to BC building code standards, full electric, because you said it was the thing to do, and how it was 
soooo unpolluting, and efficient.... like a million other BC homes, and the wife and I, the owners, and very, 
very conscious of the energy we use, have a very hard time staying under 22Kwh per day, especially in the 
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winter. BTW I have two solar panels to preheat our hot water. My last 8 days useage has averaged 13 KWh. 
In the winter and fall months it runs 26-28Kwh per day. My equal billing is $105 per month. Please tell me 
how you set the tier 1. Please tell me how I can save more $ with your smart meter? Please tell me how you 
will be able to fix my power outage quicker with a smart meter, oh, you will be able to tell if the power is 
out "faster"?? Faster than 100 people phoning in, telling you their power is out!!??  Maybe but 
CERTAINLY NOT quicker at REPAIRING the outage, because you only have so many crew working, so 
my power will NOT be restored any QUICKER. You people are all smoke and mirrors and you may fool 
the majority, but eventually the chickens come home to roost, and you don't fool me one bit! 
 
letter to hydro   10/19/2013 

Last year when my billing anniversary was up in December, my final meter reading was an ESTIMATE. 
How can you (Hydro) determine my years usage when the anniversary is estimated? So with great fanfare, 
botched charges for a couple of months, my anniversary date was changed to October, which is when the 
meter was ACTUALLY READ!! 
Fast forward a year to 2013, October is here, my final bill is here, guess what, my anniversary meter reading 
is another ESTIMATE!!!! How can you determine what my equal billing will be for the year when the last 
meter reading is a bloody estimate. So I went out this  Oct 13 2013 9:30AM and read my meter, the reading 
was 73685 the estimated reading on my bill was 74178. Of course if I had a smart meter I wouldn't be 
writing this email.....right??? But thats a whole other story......... 

 Very Sincerely, 

Ian Hamilton 
Shawnigan Lake 
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